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Aston Martin, a British car manufacturing company, completed 50 years of its operations this year in
March 2012, and has thereby stood the test of time, hardships, constant change of leadership to
become a successful pioneer in design, technology, manufacturing cars and a global leader in the
car segment.

Aston Martin cars has made their presence felt in 142 countries with 132 dealerships in passenger
car segments and in luxury car segments expanding in to new markets and INDIA being one of
them, making ASTON MARTIN a brand which appeals to the aficionados of dynamic passenger and
sporting luxury cars.

Aston martin this year introduces new models like LIMITED 12 ZAGATO,V8 VANTAGE S, DBS
CUOPE, V12 VANTAGE, RAPIDE, LUXURY CARS-Q, with high end technology, transmissions,
aerodynamic strategy, seven shift sports shift, new craftsmanship, carbon fiber class, and service
that goes beyond the standard palette of paint, leather, firm finishing, giving a personal touch to
each and every car. A clutch less gearbox is awesome, and the peddle shift is great fun, with
amazing exhaust maintaining fuel emission within limits and protecting the environment and
reducing the pollution

ASTON MARTIN CAR is a cool sexy car with everlasting sharp looks, beautiful interiors, classic
elegant beauty, and a strong character full car on the road. Fitted with amazing sound system the
car dances at the rhythm when in motion.

Aston cars were introduced in India this year as a performance car. A company based in Mumbai
being appointed as its dealer and in Delhi will be launched in may 2012.the upper end car buyers
will be delighted with this, as earlier it was too difficult to import Aston martin cars involving legal
import process, high cost of transport which invariably increased the landing cost in India. Also a
reliable after sales service and easy availability of spare parts will be an added advantage for the
Aston car lovers.

The ASTO MARTIN cars presently sold in India are:

OB 9 VOLANTE-- Rs. 2, 17, 00.000/-

OBS VOLANTE- Rs. 5, 91, 50,000/-

V8 VOLANTE- Rs. 1, 70, 40,000/-

AUSTIN MARTIN- RAPIDE Rs. 2, 42, 00,000/-

DB9 Rs. 3, 00, 00,000/-

MARTIN DBS BETWEEN Rs. 2, 91, 50,000/- to Rs. 5, 91, 50,000/-

ONE77- Rs. 22, 00, 00,000/-

Austin martin allows follows the policy of continuous approach to improvement, new technology, and
elegance and style.
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Austin Martin cars are a big hit in James Bond movies and Alfred Hitchcock thrillers.
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Ved Joshi - About Author:
The author who has written this article has great knowledge about a Aston Martin cars and other
vehicles. He has been following the automotive industry since quite a long time now and has great
interest in all types of cars. Aston Martin is a British manufacturing company of luxury sports cars
situated in Gaydon, Warwickshire, England. The name is derived from the name of one of the
company's founders, Lionel Martin, and from the Aston Clinton Hillclimb near Aston Clinton in
Buckinghamshire. a Cars in India
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